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tance. For without internal tranquility, external peace is
in jeopardy."
He emphasized, after the summit, his commitment
to continuing detente, stating that the alternative is
nothing but confrontation; he was widely reported to
have urged this view on Mr. Reagan. Pressed on the
question of NATO out-of-area preparations, he repeat
edly asserted that there was "no expansion of NATO."
In reply to a question by EIR Bonn Bureau Chief

WEST GERMANY

Former Nazis control
'green-peace' groups
byVinBerg

Rainer Apel, Schmidt insisted that "neither the Middle
East, Southwest Asia, nor South America belongs or
should belong to Europe or to NATO; NATO's bound
aries are in Europe," adding that West Germany would
take no responsibility for actions by other NATO
members outside the treaty area. He emphasized that
the wording of Paragraph 5E on out-of-area deploy
ments, referring to countries "in a position to do so,"
meant legally in a position to do so. West Germany's
armed forces are constitutionally limited to defense of
the territory of the Federal Republic. However, such
qualifications are unlikely to impress Mrs. Thatcher or
Mr. Haig, whose plan is for West Germany to increase
its European theatre contributions to free up Britain,
France, and the United States for interventions below
the Tropic of Cancer.
Secretary-General Luns, a Dutch nobleman who
was responsible for overseeing NATO's creation of the
environmentalist and peace movements in order to put
a ceiling on global technological advances (see EIR,
June 15), was bombarded with questions about out-of
area policy and the potential use of the U.S. Rapid
Deployment Force. He answered, "Out-of-area deploy
ments? Why, that is not new. There have been many
military interventions by NATO members outside the
NATO area-the French in Indochina, the Americans
in Vietnam, the French in Algeria. . . . Third World
nations who criticize this policy had better study history;
I would say they are not well-informed."
Luns was asked again after the summit whether
NATO would be expanded to include out-of-area mili
tary

deployments.

His

banner

of

imperial

glory

drooped, and he said that he "could not remember"
whether deployments out-of-area had been "specifical
ly" mentioned during the meetings! To the astonish
ment of the press corps, he proceeded to affirm that he
was "hot" and "needed a bath," and hoped that the
journalists would take a bath too.
Secretary of State Haig, the author of Washington's
support for Britain's war in the South Atlantic, in his
own press conference after the summit, declared how
happy he was that for the first time NATO had officially

Nazis, featuring unrepentant former figures in Hitler's
SS, occupy commanding positions in the international
"peace" and "environmentalist" movements, according

to security investigators of the West German-based Spu

ren und Motive and U.S. Investigative Leads newsletters.
The two publications, directed at a readership among the
law-enforcement and intelligence communities, warn
that assassination capabilities controlled by these fascist
networks under cover of "environmentalist" organiza
tions are now threatening the life of ,Helga Zepp
LaRouche, Chairman of the European Labor Party
(EAP) and wife of EIR's founder, Lyndon LaRouche.
Among the investigation's findings:
•

Armin Mohler, formerly of Hitler's SS and now

head of the Siemens Foundation, is founder and leader of

the "new right" movement in Europe.
•

Herbert Gruhl, former chairman of West Ger

many's Die GrUnen (Green Party), is an avowed neo-Nazi
who convinced Germany's most publicized Nazi organi
zation,

the

NPD

(Nationaldemokratische

Partei

Deutschlands) to adopt a program of using environmen

talism to rebuild Europe's fascist movement, and "try
again." Gruhl's own

Green Future Action

(Grtine Ak

tion Zukunft) organization, composed of Nazis and Nazi
sympathizers, dissolved itself into Die Grtinen in 1979.
•

August Hausleiter, Die Grtinen executive board

member until 1980 with strong continuing influence,
founded and led Deutsche Gemeinschaft, which changed
its name and became Germany's first environmentalist
organization after a celebrated 1960s court case which
found the group in violation of the anti-Nazi sections of
the West German constitution.
•

Udo Reinhardt, among Die Grtinen candidates in

September 1981 Hannover city elections, is also a leader
of a group seeking the revival of Nazism (Nationalrevo

lut'-naren Aufbauorganization-Sache des Volkes). He
was exposed, but Die Grtinen voted that he remain a
candidate.
The investigation shows that former Nazis, elements
of similar fascist pedigree in other European nations, and
their "second-generation" followers, occupy leadership

recognized that "crises" outside Europe could affect

positions at all levels of the "green-peace" movement

NATO's security. In future, he said, "working groups

largely because these Black International elements did

will be established to follow Third World crises."
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most to create the movement in the first place.
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At the highest level, they believe that destroying the

Mussolini's secret service (OVRA) and fugitive leader

credibility of constitutional-republican order with "Ieft

of the outlawed Propaganda-2 Freemasonic Lodge in

wing" and "right-wing" terrorism, and lacobin-like
mobs, is an appropriate way to bring fascist forces into
dictatorial power again in Europe.Hence the prevalence

Italy.

Qaddafi now funds Wir Selbst (We Ourselves: A

Magazine for National Identity. Prof. Henning Eichberg

of fascists in the movement's leadership, despite the left

of the . University of Copenhagen, who has called Moh

wing rhetoric in the movement's pronouncements.

ler "the master of the history of ideas," is the leading

Armin Mohler
Stern magazine, in a recent article, identified the

tightly-knit network of "anthropologists"

theoretician of Wir Selbst. It is contributed to by a
expert in

protiling ethnic minorities for "separatist" movement

presence of Die Rote Nazi, or the "Red Nazi" network,

organizing, and also permits Eichberg to exert control

in the environmentalist/peace movement. Mohler, a

ling influence over virtually all "autonomist" move

former officer in the Swiss SS, occupies the powerful

ments in Europe. Eichberg's policy is "Balkanization

position of director of the Siemens Foundation, and has

for everyone," proposing the destruction of the "artifi

a

circle

of

collaborators

Schrenck-Notzing's

Criticon

grouped

around

Count

magazine. He is among

the chief theorists of the Black International, which
controls an extended network of magazines and organ
izations ranging from "solidarists," "national revolu
tionaries,"

ethnic

"separatists"

and

"autonomy"

groups, to hard-nosed professional assassins.His influ
ence extends to all sections of the greenie-peace move
ment in Europe.
Typical is BDS Informationen, published by the Bund

Deutscher Solidaristen (BDS), a group defining itself as
"national revolutionary" in the tradition of Gregor

cial" nation-state by combining autonomous and envi
ronmentalist movements to reshape the world map on a
"regions" basis. The autonomists function as above
ground support networks for underground terrorist

organizations like Italy's Red Brigades (controlled by

Gelli's P-2 lodge) and the Baader-Meinhof of Germany.
Wir Selbst, however, also champions the "acts of resist

ance" of the Basque ETA killers, the Irish Republican
Army Provisionals, and the American Indian Movement.

Assassination alert
BDS Informationen recently published an attack on

Strasser, head of Hitler's dreaded Sturmabteilung (SA).

Helga Zepp-LaRouche, singling out her role as Eu

BDS spokesman Klaus-Dieter Ludwig, a Darmstadt

rope's leading nuclear-power advocate. The magazine,

bank manager, has stated that "overpopulation" is the
major problem in the world, "especially the increasing
birth rate of Mediterranean people that must be cut
back."
The statement reflects the views of the elite Club of

which Mohler controls as an "insiders news bulletin"
for lhe green fascist networks, also stated, "two years
ago, Der Spiegel magazine hinted at the connections of
her American husband to the CIA...."
The attack has led security specialists to place this

Rome, which backs both the Nazi networks and "peace"

network under intense scrutiny for fear of an assassina

and "environmentalist" movements more broadly. The

tion attempt on Mrs. Zepp-LaRouche, her husband

Club, founded by Aurelio Peccei, a corporate represen

Lyndon LaRouche, or both. BDS maintains close rela

tative of Europe's "black noble" families, and Dr.

tions with Narodnyi Trudovoy Soyuz (NTS), the White

ed to NATO, declares overpopUlation a threat to "nat

Eastern Front. NTS maintains trained professional as

Alexander King, a British intelligence executive second

ural resources," and was founded to promote genocide
against "colored" races to preserve resources for the
"Anglo-Saxons."

The neo-Nazi NPD supports and

funds a group in Hamburg, List for Containment of

Russian organization that fought with Hitler on the
sassins, which are at the disposal of Permindex, the
"Murder, Incorporated" agency central to the John
Kennedy assassination and many attempts on the life of
Charles de Gaulle; this is only one of several assassina

Foreigners, which retlects Club views by arguing that its

tion capabilities intersecting Armin Mohler's networks

program is a .path to a "clean environment," emphasiz

of Nazi leaders in the "peace movement."

ing the threat of darker-colored peoples using up re
sources.
The extent of neo-Nazi influence is also reflected iii

Muammar Qaddafi's recently publicized role in funding

Recently, BDS Informationen revealed that it was
"new rightist" Mohler himself, using his pseudonym
"Anton Madler," who wrote an article in the prominent
German daily Die Welt which, while ostensibly criticiz

"peace movement" activities, after Austria meetings

ing Wir Selbst for its historical oversimplifications, was

with "green" leaders last March.Qaddafi is also proven

actually an attempt to grant this obscure publication

to have funded the neo-fascist group responsible for the

the wider political influence attendant upon such public

August 1980 Bologna, Italy train station bombing that

ity.

left 80 dead. Qaddafi's career was launched and sup
ported by financier Licio Gelli, former torturer in
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To be continued.
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